With the rapid development of smart grid construction in many countries, the coverage of smart meters has been greatly improved, but how to ensure the accuracy of measuring the state of smart meters has become a problem for all power utilities. Power utilities usually replace old smart meters with new ones that have reached a certain running time. This replacement method will lead to the replace of some smart meters which can still work normally, resulting in a lot of waste. In order to solve this problem, this paper presents an online evaluation method for smart meters by analyzing their power acquisition data. The data about smart meters from advanced metering infrastructure and the data from smart meters themselves are studied in detail, and six sub-evaluation indicators including reliability, measurement abnormal events, smart meter events, overload, state of clock battery and regional index, that reflect the state of smart meters are extracted. The entropy weight method is adopted to fuse four of these indicators, then the state evaluation model is established based on the fuse of the the six sub-indicators. The model has been verified with actual data, and the results indicate that the state evaluation model can successfully distinguish the states of smart meters and promote more accurate replacement of smart meters to save the operating cost of electricity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, the development of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) has strongly promoted the intellectualization of power grids [1] . As a key device in AMI, the smart meter (SM) has become the most important device for power trade settlement. The emergence of electric energy data acquiring system across power users has contributed to power data transmission, storage, and management. The main functions of the system include automatic collection of SM data, automatic report of measurement anomalies and the data bidirectional transmission.
Nowadays, SMs have been widely deployed in many countries around the world [2] . The research and application on data processing of automatic meter reading have been progressing rapidly. The related applications include load forecasting [3] , [4] , power control [5] , [6] , energy theft detection [7] , [8] , energy trading [9] , [10] and market strategies The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xianming Ye.
developing [11] , [12] . In order to achieve satisfactory results in these applications, it is essential to obtain consecutive and accurate data from SMs. As a prerequisite, the performance and state of SMs should be guaranteed.
In China, 99% of power users are covered with SMs and electric energy data acquiring system. In order to ensure the accuracy of power settlement, electric power utilities usually adopt periodic detection and replacement method to replace SMs. For instance, 26 million SMs are installed in Zhejiang Province (a province in China), and 4 million are replaced every year. Consequently, the problem has arisen that some SMs with good performance are replaced while some with faults are still in use. And the replacement workload of SMs is heavy, with high cost, but low efficiency.
Therefore, the next urgent target of power utilities is to fully exploit the information and value contained in realtime SM data, and conduct SMs state evaluation to realize state-based replacement, instead of traditional periodic SMs replacement. The evaluation represents the real-time state of the SMs, and provides a strong proof of whether the SMs VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ run stably in a period of time or not. In addition, it is also a basis for utility companies to develop intelligent replacement strategies for the failed or likely to be failed meters. At present, there are two directions concerning the research into the state evaluation of SMs and other relevant metering devices. One direction focuses on SM monitoring device. For instance, Bartolomei et al. presented the design, realization and metrological verification of an energy meter to be used as a monitoring system for on-line comparison with energy meters installed in houses [13] . The other direction is based on data analysis from different sources, and methods of state evaluation for SMs have been proposed which presents the state of SMs as a score. The research methods used in this direction are as follows. Considering the circumstance of the present smart grid construction, Ying et al.built an electric energy meter condition assessment model based on the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process and dynamic variable weight [14] . Cao et al. analyzed fault factors of the measurement box and formed the grey weighted multi-index comprehensive operating state evaluation scheme of the measuring box [15] . Feng et al. proposed a state evaluation method of electric energy meter fused security region, and designed the security region algorithm model and evaluating indicators system under the model of virtual load network [16] . The first direction is limited by its high replacement costs for the largescale implementation, and may be suitable for long-term development consideration of utility companies. In view of the actual situation of power grid, the feasibility of the second direction is better.
However, in recent years, most of the studies on the state evaluation of SMs and other relevant metering devices have been carried out with strong subjectivity. There is no published evidence on verifying the results of state evaluation, which makes these researches insufficiently persuasive. In addition, the input data of the evaluation model is messy and the information contained is not effective enough, which results in the poor model effect. Thus, it is necessary to determine the input parameters, establish a proper model structure, conduct a fair evaluation and verify the results of state evaluation.
In view of the problems mentioned above, this paper presents a framework for real-time SM state evaluation by studying multiple factors that affect the operating state of SMs. Statistical analysis of related SM data is carried out and compared with the previous state of SMs. These data include historical SMs running data, parameters, and many kinds of events collected from different cities and counties in Zhejiang Province, China. We have taken types of data that affect electricity meters as input, and constructed six subevaluation indicators by applying statistical analysis methods such as Weibull distribution [17] , Bayesian formula and Theil index [18] , [19] . The entropy analysis is adopted to fuse indicators and form a complete state evaluation model of SMs. Each SM in operation is labelled a score by the model. The lower the score is, the worse the state of SM will be. A score threshold is determined, and power utilities can selectively replace SMs when their scores are below the threshold. The proposed approach provides an intelligent system for utility companies to monitor the state of SMs and draw up a SM replacement plan in the coming months. It is found that the proposed system can predict about 75% of the failing SMs through the actual test of the utility companies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a brief review of the SMs state and presents the design scheme of the model. Section III provides the sub-evaluation model indicators construction processes to develop the SM state evaluation model. In Section IV, SM state evaluation model based on information entropy weight is constructed. In Section V, the evaluation model is tested and verified, and the application of the model is analyzed. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. THE DESIGN SCHEME OF THE SMS STATE EVALUATION MODEL
The state of a SM is closely related to its failure time. The mean time to failure (MTTF) of SMs tested by meter manufacturers through component stress test has been used for more than 17 years. The MTTF of three-phase SMs through component stress test has been applied used for more than 15 years. Thus, the theoretical lifetime of SMs should be more than 10 years, but the actual life of most SMs is shorter than that.
SMs from the same batch produced by the same components and processes are supposed to have the same quality and the same reliability curve. However, each SM presents different operation state due to factors of operation conditions, external environment and regional management level. The data of SMs also reflect the running state of SMs to some extent. The relevant data available for low-voltage SMs include basic data and operating data. Basic data include serial number, specifications, location of installation, manufacturer, batch number and verification result. Operating data include running time, electric quantity, abnormal events, and SMs events.
We have analyzed and studied the data of SMs based on DL-T 645-2007 [20] and Q/GDW 1373-2013 [21] . The design scheme of the complete state evaluation model is shown in Fig.1 . Six kinds of related information are extracted from the basic data and operating data of the SMs as input, and the sub-evaluation indicators of the SM state are established with appropriate methods respectively. Each subevaluation indicator reflects the current state of electricity meters from different angles. According to the data of a batch of SMs, Weibull distribution is fitted to evaluate the reliability of a single SM. Evaluation of abnormal measurement events is based on Bayesian formula to study the possible relationship between abnormal events and faults recorded in the AMI, so as to form a sub-evaluation. SM event evaluation is carried out with the same method as the measurement abnormal events to study the possible relationship between events recorded by SMs and faults. Overload evaluation analyzes the historical electricity quantity data of SMs for modeling, and reflects the impact of overload on the reduction of the lifetime of SMs. The clock battery state evaluation is based on the clock battery undervoltage recorded by AMI to form a subevaluation. Based on the number of installed SMs and failure SMs in one area, Theil index is introduced to measure the impact of external environment on the lifetime of SMs. Based on the above six sub-evaluation indicators, the linear function and information entropy weight method are used to fuse the indicators and form the state evaluation model of SMs. The application value of the model includes obtaining the states of a batch of SMs and applying it to formulate the replacement strategy of SMs.
III. THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES OF SUB-EVALUATION MODEL INDICATORS A. RELIABILITY EVALUATION
Weibull distribution is one of the most widely used models in the life reliability analysis of mechanical equipment. In this paper, Weibull distribution is introduced to estimate the reliability of SMs with the same batch number.
By analyzing the actual SM data, the unreliability distribution of SMs can be obtained by Eq. (1).
where, f (t) is the number of failure SMs per month, N is the number of SMs in this batch, that is, the sum of the number of SMs in operation at the current moment and the number of failure SMs in previous dismantling inspections.
The relationship between reliability R(t) and unreliability F(t) can be presented as:
Failure distribution function of SMs under two-parameters Weibull distribution can be computed as:
where, α and β are the scale parameter and the shape parameter of Weibull distribution respectively. By taking the logarithmic transformation, we get:
In order to calculate the two parameters of Weibull distribution, we define:
Through n months of SM historical data, we can get (X , Y ) =[(x 1 , y 1 ),(x 2 , y 2 ), . . . (x n , y n )]. According to the linear relationship between X and Y in Eq. (4), the scale parameter α and shape parameter β of Weibull distribution are easy to obtain indirectly through the least square regression.
SMs from the same batch follow the same reliability distribution R(t), and it can be computed as:
With these methods, the reliability of the predicting functions of four SM batches are calculated, as shown in Fig. 2 the third year after its installation. During this period, it is necessary to focus on observing other operational data of the SMs and replace the failed SMs in time. According to the area between the reliability curve and axis, the SMs in Fig. 2(a) have the worst quality, while the SMs in Fig. 2(c) have the best quality among the four batches. The characteristic of the reliability function of SMs is that there is a time when the reliability decreases rapidly. This stage is also the key period to observe the data of SMs and predicting the state of SMs. Therefore, when the reliability drops to a certain threshold, it is time to replace the entire batch of SMs.
B. EVALUATION OF MEASUREMENT ABNORMAL EVENTS
Electrical information acquisition system is an important part of AMI, which has the function of real-time acquisition, monitoring and analysis of electrical data. The main station analyzes the collected data and actively judges all kinds of measurement abnormal events. Some events are not related to SM failures will not be discussed here. other events have an influence on SM faults and they fall into two categories according to their nature, some of which are quite rare and will not be considered either for lack of statistical significance.
Bayesian formula is a theorem that can determine the conditional probability of random events A and B. It calculates the objective probability from probability and logic. It can be legitimately considered that there is a possible relationship between the occurrence of some abnormal events and the breakdown of SMs. This probability can be obtained by Bayesian formula based on the quantity of these abnormal events occurring in the failure SMs and the normal SMs.
The electrical information acquisition system records the information of abnormal events information of all SMs. SMs that have been replaced will be extracted for verification. There are two kinds of verification results: normal and failure.
Select the SMs with verification results and take measurement abnormal events data within six months as the analysis objects. We set event A 1 to mean that the verification result of the SM is normal, event A 2 to mean that the verification result of the SM is failure, event B i to mean that the i th measurement abnormal event had occurred in the six months prior to the replacement of SMs, i = 1, 2, . . . . . . 10.
The probability of events is calculated by historical data. With the condition that the SM is in normal operation, the probability of the abnormal event B i occurred is P(B i |A 1 ). With the condition that the SM is broken, the probability of the abnormal event B i occurred is P(B i |A 2 ).
According to Bayesian formula, the failure probability of the SMs when abnormal event B i occurs can be obtained by Eq. (7) .
In this paper, Bayesian analysis is applied on the all historical occurrence events of SMs verified within 30 days in Zhejiang Province, and the failure probabilities of SMs related to the occurrence of six measurement abnormal events are obtained, shown as the first six items in Table 1 .
In addition, when another type of the measurement abnormal events shown as the last five items in Table 1 occur frequently, it will have a negative impact on the life of the SMs. For example, SMs often exceed the voltage limit, or work in abnormal load environment for a long time, resulting in a shortened life. The more such measurement abnormal events occur, the greater the negative impact on SMs. The level of impact can be computed as:
where, q i represents the quantity of occurrence of the i th measurement abnormal event within 6 months. The impact of events of both types on the state of SMs can be calculated by Eq. (9) .
In addition to the measurement abnormal judgment conducted by the main station, the SM itself also has the function of events judgement, which is called SM events. Electrical information acquisition system collects the SM events occurring during the site operation of SMs in two ways: active reporting or regular inquiry. Since the judgment standard and specific meaning of SM events are different from the measurement abnormal events, it is necessary to take it as a sub-evaluation indicator. Similar to measurement abnormal events, SM events contain information related to the state of SMs, reflecting the potential failures of SMs.
In combination with events principle analysis and actual occurrence situation, 11 SM events (shown in Table 2 ) are considered to be related to SM faults.
We set event C i to mean that the i th SM event has occurred in the six months before the SM is replaced, i = 1, 2, . . . . . . 11. According to Bayesian formula, the breakdown probability of SMs when SM event C i occurs can be obtained by Eq. (10).
Bayesian analysis on SM events is also applied on the historical occurrence events of SMs verified within 30 days in Zhejiang Province, and the failure probabilities of SMs related to the occurrence of 11 SM events in Table 2 are obtained.
The impact of all SM events on the state of SMs can be calculated by Eq. (11) .
D. OVERLOAD EVALUATION
The voltage and current allowed by SMs are specified. As a loss device, when the voltage, current and quantity measured by SMs exceed a certain limit, the life of SMs will also be affected. At present, most SMs in Zhejiang Province meet the standard Q/GDW 1373-2013. That is, in the existing electrical information acquisition system, the low-voltage SMs do not save the voltage and current value, and electricity is collected once a day. Only a few low-voltage SMs using object-oriented communication protocol can shorten the acquisition period to 15 minutes.
Calculating overload requires a reference value. Based on the above limitations, the amount of electricity that can be measured when the SM is running at nominal voltage U N and basic current I b for 24 hours is taken as the reference value of daily electricity consumption W N . Setting aside a margin of 10%, we get:
We consider the daily measured electric quantity of SMs being greater than W N as overload. A sample of 66,000 SMs was selected from Zhejiang Province to study the relationship between the lifetime and daily electricity consumption of SMs. The data of electricity consumption in the 6 months before the SMs were replaced was compared with the reference value W N . The lifetime and K W which is the percentage of days that the daily electricity consumption exceeds reference value W N of each SM are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The lifetime and the multiple of W O over W N of each SM are shown in Fig. 3(b) . W O is the average value of daily electricity consumption that exceeded reference value W N . Fig.3(a) fits the trend relationship between the lifetime and the overload time of SMs. Fig. 3(b) fits the trend relationship between the lifetime and overload degree of SMs. It is discovered that the lifetime of SMs is shortens as the overload time and the overload degree increase.
Thus, overload evaluation indicator for SMs from the aspects of overload time and overload degree can be established. The indicator can be obtained as:
E. STATE EVALUATION OF CLOCK BATTERY UNDERVOLTAGE
This paper extracts the verification results of a large quantity of SMs, and studies the causes of SM faults. All verification results and the fault cause came from the verification reports of SMs by power utilities. The fault causes of 47491 SMs replaced in a month were extracted from the historical data set of SMs, as shown in Fig. 4 .The fault causes of 47491 SMs replaced in Zhejiang province are shown in Fig. 4 . We find that undervoltage of clock batteries is the most frequent fault cause of SMs, so it is necessary to set up an indicator. The influence of clock battery undervoltage on the state of single-phase SM mainly includes:
1) The clock fault leads to wrong rate switching and inaccurate electricity metering. 2) Clock error, different clock processing mechanism may generate lag, garble, clock reset to a default value and other fault phenomena. 3) Failure to protect power failure data, or write down power failure events. 4) The SM cannot be waken up after power failure. Once the clock battery of the SM is undervoltage, it cannot be automatically restored, and will remain the state of undervoltage. When the SM clock battery is detected to be in a undervoltage state, it means there is a defect in the clock battery. If the clock battery undervoltage is detected for several times, it means a longer abnormal state of the clock battery, and the more urgent the SM needs to be replaced.
Quantifying the undervoltage degree of the SM clock battery, the clock battery state indicator is determined as:
where, x represents the times of clock battery undervoltage detected by the system in the six months before the SM is replaced.
As the times of undervoltage increases, the rising level of clock state indicator is shown in Fig. 5 .
F. REGIONAL INDEX
Apart from its own quality problems, the state of SMs is largely affected by management level, external temperature, humidity, and other environmental factors.
However, the electrical information collection system does not collect humidity information, and there is no way to measure the management level either. These external factors are characterized by basically the same temperature, humidity and management level in one area. We can consider that the state of the SMs is affected by the region. Therefore, the problem to be solved is to measure the s in the stats of SMs in different regions.
Widely used to measure the income inequality of residents in a country or region, Theil index often appears in economic, demographic, financial, resource and other data studies. Based on Theil index, we establish a three-level regional index of province, city and county, to measure the level of environmental impact on SMs in a region.
The region of SMs to be evaluated is divided into three levels: primary district, secondary district and tertiary district. The primary district can be furether divided into a limited number of secondary districts, which can be divided into a limited number of tertiary districts.
The weight of the algorithm is the installed quantity of SMs in different areas. Theil index of the secondary areas can be calculated as:
where, i is the number of the secondary areas, j is the number of the tertiary areas. In the i th secondary area, p i is the installation number of SMs, F i is the number of failure SMs replaced in six months. In the j th tertiary area of the i th secondary area, p i,j is the installation number of SMs, F i,j is the number of failure SMs replaced in six months. Theil index T i represents the overall differences in the state level of SMs in the secondary area. The larger the index is, the greater the differences between the state of SMs in the tertiary areas in the secondary area.
The Thiel index T of the primary area can be obtained by Eq. (16) . It measures the differences of SM states within the whole area.
where, p is the number of SMs installed in the primary area, F is the number of failed SMs in the primary area in six months.
The regional index T i,j decompositions the Theil index, and extracts the difference between the overall state of SMs in the i th , j th tertiary areas and other areas.T i,j can be calculate as:
When the regional index T i,j is 0, it indicates that the ratio level of failure SMs in the i th j th tertiary area is the average level of the i th secondary area, and the ratio of SMs faults in the i th secondary area is the average level in its primary area.
The study analyzed data from Zhejiang Province i.e. the primary district, covering the replacement of 270,000 SMs. The regional indexes of 11 secondary districts are given in Fig. 6(a) . The regional indexes of the 11 tertiary districts in the secondary city D 1 are given in Fig. 6(b) . 
IV. SM STATE EVALUATION MODEL BASED ON INFORMATION ENTROPY WEIGHT
In view of the six indicators mentioned in above sections, an integral model is to be built to clearly represent the state of SMs. In this section, a multi-indicator fusion model based on information entropy weighting is introduced.
In information theory, entropy is a measure of uncertainty. The discrete degree of an indicator can be judged by calculating the entropy value. The greater the discrete degree of an indicator is, the greater its influence on the comprehensive evaluation will be.
The reliability of the SMs in the six indicators is a basic parameter, which represents the probability of SMs in normal operation. This indicator is also the most effective subevaluation indicator for SMs without abnormal operation data. The regional index measures the external influence of the area where the SMs are located. It can be considered that the state of the SMs is proportional to these two indicators. However, the base value of the regional index is 0, which needs to be adjusted to 1 in the proportional relationship. Therefore, the decision function should be used by adding 1 to the value of the regional index. And measurement abnormal events evaluation, SM events evaluation, overload evaluation and state evaluation of clock battery are four indicators reflect the current potential failure of SMs. The higher the value of the four indicators is, the worse the state of the SM is. In the evaluation, these four indicators are not necessarily equally important, and the proportion of each indicator in the model should be allocated by its weight.
Based on the above analysis, the decision function of the evaluation model is defined as:
where, W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 are the weights of four indicators. The entropy analysis method is adopted to determine the weight of decision function. Before determining the weight, SMs to be evaluated are divided into batches. We believe that similar faults may occur in SMs with the same batch numbers. The specific manifestation is that one of the indicators contains more information, and there is a significant difference between normal and failure SMs, Therefore, this indicator should be assigned with bigger weight and has a more obvious effect on the evaluation model.
The processes of entropy analysis in batches are as follows: 1) Obtain results of four sub-evaluation indicators according to the historical data of the same batch of SMs in m months. Then, obtain the average values of the four indicators each month, and the original indicators data matrix A can be obtained after data standardization.
where, X ij represents the result of data standardization for the i th month and the j th indicator.
2) Calculate the information entropy of each indicator e j
where, k > 0, e j ≥ 0, the constant k is related to the sample number m, generally k = 1/ln m, P ij is the proportion of the j th indicator in the i th month that can be calculated by Eq. (21) .
3) Calculate the difference coefficient of the j th indicator by Eq. (22) .
For the j th indicator, the greater the difference of indicator value X ij is, the greater the effect on evaluation solution is, and the smaller the entropy is. 4) Weight W j is determined by difference coefficient, as shown in Eq. (23).
V. TESTING, VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION OF THE MODEL
In this section, the model proposed in section IV is adopted for evaluate the actual SMs state through the Eclipse software platform, and the application value of the model is analyzed. The data adopted in this section are from the data set of SMs from January to October 2018 in Zhejiang Province, China.
A. TESTING AND VERIFICATION OF STATE EVALUATION MODEL
The state evaluation model of the SMs based on information entropy weight generate scores between 0 and 100 points through a decision function. We evaluate the states of SMs with the same batch number, and study the actual replacement situation of SMs. Utility companies regularly replace SMs according to the overall failure rate of batches through manual judgment. And some of the replaced SMs are verified to confirm whether SMs are faulty. Although the replaced SMs are not all fault meters, according to the verification results, most of them have faults.
Using this model to test a batch of SMs. Fig. 7(a) shows the score distribution of failure SMs and Fig. 7(b) shows the score distribution of replaced SMs. Although there are some slight differences in distribution, it can be basically found that the proportion of SMs with more than 80 points is stable at 20%, regardless of the replaced SMs or failure SMs. Therefore, we set the threshold value of 80 points to make a reasonable division between the normal state SMs and the abnormal state SMs.
In June 2018, this paper evaluated the states of 84,734 SMs in operation in Zhejiang Province. The evaluation results are shown in Table 3 . The SMs in operation are the overall objectS of state evaluation, and the replaced SMs are those renewed in the following three months. The utility company has verified some of the replaced SMs, and the results are failure SMs and normal SMs respectively. In Table 3 , the number of four types of SMs is calculated according to the score level.
In order to further verify and illustrate the effect of the model, the states of 188,969 SMs in operation within the same area were evaluated in August 2018, and the results are shown in Table 4 . In these two evaluations, it can be found that the ratio of normal SMs on the whole is 78.7% and 83.3% respectively, that is, the ratio of normal SMs and abnormal SMs is in line with the Pareto principle which is known as the 80-20 rule, a general cognition of the law of big data. At present, there is no generally accepted indicators to evaluate the reliability of the model. Therefore, four reference indicators are defined as the basis to measure the evaluation effect of the model and conduct effect analysis.
1) Proportion of the deemed abnormal SMs in failure SMs Comparing the number of abnormal SMs evaluated by the model with the failure SMs verified by utility company, the larger the proportion is, the more failure SMs can be detected by the model.
As can be seen from Table 3 and Table 4 , in the two evaluations, failure SMs with a threshold value of less than 80 points account for 71.53% and 61.77% of the total failure SMs respectively, which means that the model can detect most of failure SMs.
2) Replacement ratio of SMs The larger the actual replacement of the SMs, the worse the state of the SMs. Fig. 8 shows the replacement ratio of SMs in each group after grouping by evaluation score. With the decrease of evaluation score, the replacement ratio of SMs increases, which proves the results of the model evaluation are reasonable.
3) Proportion of the replaced SMs that are certified as failure SMs The replaced SMs are not all failure SMs, the larger the proportion, the worse the state of SMs. The grouping proportion results in Fig. 9 show that the failure rate of SMs increases with the decrease of evaluation scores. However, SMs with 0-30 points do not conform to this rule due to the small amount of sampling verification of SMs in this group.
In addition, Fig. 9 clearly indicates that the results of the first evaluation and the second evaluation are significantly different. It shows that in the first evaluation, 6369 SMs were replaced and 2864 of them were found to be failure SMs in the following three months, with a total detection rate of 44.9%. And in the second evaluation, 15,947 SMs were replaced and 2,715 failure SMs were detected, with a total detection rate of 17.0%. Therefore, this phenomenon is caused by the inconsistent detection proportion of the failure SMs in the two evaluations.
4) The commonly used evaluation indicators of dichotomous problem The evaluation indicators commonly used in binary classification problems are adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of the model. Abnormal smart meter is the class which the model focus on and being regarded as a positive class. The two test results shown in table 3 and table 4 can be used to calculate the indicators, as shown in table 5. These indicators, including P, R, TNR and F1, prove that the evaluation model has a good effect and certain practical value.
The effect of the model from the above four aspects with verification results of SMs provided by utility companies is demonstrated in above content. It shows that the state evaluation model of SMs based on information entropy can conduct a complete state evaluation process for SMs. The model can evaluate the current state of SMs according to the historical data of SMs. The overall effect of the two tests of the model is satisfactory, which proves that the model is effective.
B. APPLICATION OF SM STATE EVALUATION RESULTS
According to the outputs of the state evaluation model of SMs with entropy weight, each SM will be assigned a score, which intuitively represents the abnormal degree of SMs. For a batch of SMs, a score sequence will be obtained, which can be used to distinguish the overall quality of each batch of SMs.
SMs are divided into groups according to the installation time of the batch, and two or three batches in each group are compared. Take the mean and standard deviation of the scoring sequence of SMs for each batch. These two parameters are fitting to prove the overall quality of each batch of SMs. The percentage of SMs replaced in each batch in the following three months is used as the actual measurement of the quality of SMs. The parameters of the six groups of SMs obtained are shown in Table 6 .
The SM batches in each group are arranged in ascending order of quality reflected by the replacement ratio. We found that there is an inverse relationship between the average score and the replacement rate of SMs, as well as the standard deviation of scores and the replacement rate of SMs.Taking the second group of SMs in the Table 6 for example, we found that when the installation time is similar, the batch No. 3 has the lowest average score and the highest standard deviation in this group. So the quality of this batch of SMs is considered to be the worst by these two parameters. The actual replacement ratio of SMs was used to for further analysis. The replacement ratio of batch No. 3 is 11.45%, which is the worst performance in the second group. Batch 4 and batch 5 belong to the same manufacturer. We found that the average score of batch No. 4 is higher than that of batch No. 5, but the quality of batch No. 4 is slightly worse than that of batch No. 5. We consider it may be caused by the standard deviation of batch No. 4 is higher than that of batch No. 5.
Based on the analysis of the data of six groups of data, we propose that the average score and standard deviation of the score series obtained by state evaluation of SMs can be used to evaluate the overall state of the whole batch of SMs when the installation time is similar. This conclusion is helpful for utility companies to set the next phase of SM procurement and replacement plan.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a state evaluation model of SMs based on existing AMI technology and SM data. Based on the existing AMI technology, we studied six factors that affect the operating state of SMs, and extracted the features respectively to establish six sub-evaluation indicators. Information entropy is used for indicators fusion to establish decision function and build the evaluation model. The F 1 value of the model can reach more than 0.75 undercertain circumstances. The practical cases show that the state evaluation model established in this paper is reasonable and feasible. On this basis, the application mode of model results is further analyzed and a method to judge the batch quality of SMs was proposed based on batch mean score and standard deviation, which further proves the rationality of the evaluation model. The innovation of this paper lies in the feature extraction of SM data, the construction of six sub-evaluation indicators, and the use of information entropy weighting algorithm for indicators fusion. The research scheme avoids the subjective tendency of the researchers as much as possible, and adopts the detection data of SMs from utility companies to verify the reliability of the model.
With the development of AMI technology, the types of SM data will be enriched and the data collection interval will be shortened. This will lead to the further development of SM state evaluation technology. At the same time, the focus of future work should gradually turn to how to plan the replacement strategy of SMs according to the results of thestate evaluation model, so as to achieve the balance between accurate electricity measurement and economic benefits.
According to the results of the state evaluation model based on information entropy weight, several suggestions are presented for the study of SM replacement: 1) Replace the abnormal SMs with evaluation scores below 80, or replace them after observation for a period of time. 2) For each batch, it is recommended to give priority to replacing the SMs with the last 5% of the evaluation scores. 3) Compared with the score of the previous month, SMs whose scores have decreased significantly in the last month, such as a decline of more than 10 points, are recommended to be replaced first. 4) For low-score SMs, community clustering and other methods can be adopted to cluster SMs according to indicators characteristics, thus improving the accurate replacement of failure SMs.
